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Lecture 8 
Black Hole Mass and Jets
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different angles, or in different accretion states (recall spectral transitions in XRBs)
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Split into Type 1 and Type 2: Type 1: broad and narrow optical lines, unobscured X-ray 
spectrum.

Type 2: only narrow optical lines, obscured X-ray spectrum 
(i.e. don’t see soft X-rays)
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The AGN Zoo
Unification model: molecular torus ~parsecs from BH, optical lines from orbiting 
clouds. Broad line region closer in (faster Keplerian rotation), narrow line region further 
out (slower Keplerian rotation).

Type 1: See into heart of AGN (disc), see 
optical lines from BLR and NLR.

Type 2: Heart of the AGN 
blocked by torus, optical 
signature is only scattered 
from NLR.



The AGN Zoo
Unification model: molecular torus ~parsecs from BH, optical lines from orbiting 
clouds. Broad line region closer in (faster Keplerian rotation), narrow line region further 
out (slower Keplerian rotation).

Quasars: Originally called quasi-
stellar radio sources. Strong radio 
sources with point-source optical 
counterpart (i.e. galaxy spatially 
unresolved).


Radio galaxies: Like quasars, but the 
optical counterpart is less bright.


Seyfert galaxies: Galaxy is resolved, 
but nucleus accounts for large fraction 
of the light, weak radio sources.


Blazars: We see down the barrel of 
the jet (covered later in this lecture)



The AGN Zoo
Classification complicated, but roughly based on optical (~bolometric) and radio 
luminosity.
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How do we know AGN are BHs?
Strong multi-wavelength variability provided first evidence these are compact:

• Lower limit on mass assuming 

• Upper limit on size from variability, since variability will be washed out on 

timescales            by destructive interference caused by light-crossing delays.

• Variability down to ~minutes + huge L => very compact!

L ≲ LEdd

< r/c
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How do we know AGN are BHs?
Stellar kinematics:

• Evidence of BH at our galaxy centre (Sgr A*) is overwhelming: decades of 

tracking stars’ orbits confirms                                   in compact region.

• In other nearby galaxies, can’t track individual stars, but can measure velocity 

profiles. Compact, massive dark object inferred at galaxy centre.

M ≈ 4.15 × 106M⊙
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How do we know AGN are BHs?
Gas kinematics:

• Can trace velocity profile of gas using emission lines (ideally masers).

Plot from Davis et al (2013)

Velocity profile of CO maser emission in NGC4526

Model with no BH Model with best-fit BH Model with over-weight BH

M ≈ 4.5 × 108M⊙
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How do we know AGN are BHs?
Iron line profiles:

• Skewed, super-broad line profile => very compact emitting region.

• But not sensitive to BH mass — need to measure time lags between iron line 

and continuum X-rays for that (X-ray reverberation mapping).
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How do we know AGN are BHs?
Optical reverberation mapping:

• Width of BLR lines gives velocity of BLR clouds: v = (GM/r)1/2
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How do we know AGN are BHs?
Optical reverberation mapping:

• Width of BLR lines gives velocity of BLR clouds:

• Get r by measuring time lag between variations in optical 

continuum (from disc) and response by broad lines.

v = (GM/r)1/2

AGN disc

Orbiting 
BLR cloudsr

Optical 
continuum

Broad optical lines



How do we know AGN are BHs?
Black hole shadow of M87:

Back lit black hole has a “shadow” (really a silhouette) from light rays 
disappearing beneath the event horizon.



How do we know AGN are BHs?
Black hole shadow of M87: Seen for the first time by exquisite resolution of the 
Event Horizon Telescope — network of radio telescopes providing 
interferometry baseline the size of the Earth.



How do we know XRBs are BHs?

Doppler shifts in absorption lines from 
companion star

K

Casares & Jonker (2014)

Same / similar arguments:

• Rapid X-ray variability (much faster) and large luminosity.

• Broad iron lines (+ can also measure BH mass with X-ray reverberation 

mapping).

• Dynamical mass measurement by tracing orbit of companion star by 

Doppler shifts of absorption lines.
~20 dynamically confirmed 
BHs in our Galaxy (~60 known 
“candidates”)



Jets 
M87 Jet



Blandford-Znajek mechanism
• Inside of ergosphere, it is impossible to not rotate with the black hole!

• BH is enormous reservoir of angular momentum and rest mass energy.

Ergosphere Jbh = aMcrg

Blandford & Znajek (1977)
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Blandford-Znajek mechanism
• Inside of ergosphere, it is impossible to not rotate with the black hole!

• BH is enormous reservoir of angular momentum and rest mass energy.

• So what happens if we have a vertical (toroidal) B-field close to BH?

• Fairly strong B-field expected, since in-falling material has carried and 

compressed B from ISM / companion.
• It creates a toroidal, twisting B-field!

• This can create collimated outflows, as 

material is channelled through the 
funnel created by the toroidal B-field.
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Blandford-Znajek mechanism
Jet power estimate:

• Viewed from above: B-field in circular motion, therefore induces an electric 

field.

• Faraday’s law => voltage in loop


• From Ohm’s law, power in the circuit = (voltage)2/(resistance, Z)

∴ Pj =
1
Z [∫ v × B ⋅ dℓ]

2

Viewed from above

=
dΦB

dt
= ∫A

v × B ⋅ dℓ

= Magnetic flux through loopΦB

• Field lines rotating with hole, so velocity is:
v ∼ Jbh/(Mrh) = acrg/rh

∼ rh

∴ ∫ v × B ⋅ dℓ ∼ ac
rg

rh
. B.2πrh = 2πacrgB Jbh = aMcrg

ℓ ∼ 2πrh

∴ Pj ∼ (2πacrgB)2/Z



Blandford-Znajek mechanism
Pj ∼ (2πacrgB)2/Z

• Resistance is ~impedance of free space (Z ~ 377 Ohms).

• Can estimate B from setting Umag equal to gas pressure (note that energy 

density is a pressure)                              .

• End up with:

Pj ∼ 1038 M
109M⊙

W

• This is enormous! In fact, for strong B-
field can end up with                  !


• Where did the extra energy come from? 
From the BH!

Pj > ·Mc2

⟹ B ∝ M−1/2



Blandford-Payne mechanism
• We don’t need a spinning BH to collimate the magnetic field though.
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Blandford-Payne mechanism

Blandford & Payne (1982)

• We don’t need a spinning BH to collimate the magnetic field though.

• The disc can do it: field lines anchored in the differentially rotating disc.

• Now the velocity is:

• Same calculation as before gives:

v ∼ (GM/rin)1/2

∴ Pj ∼ (2πcrgB)2 (rin /rg) / Z

• Less power than BZ mechanism because 
speed is slower — but can still get a jet 
for a Schwarzschild BH or even for a 
neutron star or white dwarf.



Jets in X-ray binaries
Jet properties coupled to X-ray spectral state transitions.
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Jets in X-ray binaries
Jet properties coupled to X-ray spectral state transitions.

3-
10

 k
eV

Flu
x

(6-10 keV Flux) / (3-6 keV Flux)

Compact jet: no lobes, only 
unresolved core

Compact jet gets brighter, 
still unresolved

Discrete jet ejection: can track knots moving 
away from the core

Jet switches 
off: no radio 
detection



Comparison with AGN
We see lots of AGN, but evolution is very slow.

3-
10

 k
eV

Flu
x

(6-10 keV Flux) / (3-6 keV Flux)

~low luminosity AGN have 
compact core.

Bright AGN have jet lobes: could have been 
ejected long ago and are still interacting with 
IGM

The full story is very complex though, 
and not fully understood.



Compact jet: X-ray/Radio correlation

• BH XRBs: radio loud and quiet tracks not understood (radiative efficiency of 
X-rays?)


• NSs: jets are weaker than BH jets — expected!



Compact jet: X-ray/Radio correlation

• Correlation holds for AGN too!

• “Fundamental plane of black hole accretion” holds over many orders of 

magnitude in black hole mass.

• Scale invariant process.

log Lx = A log LR − B log M − C



Transient jet MAXI J1820+070 
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heating and synchrotron emission (lectures 
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Transient jet MAXI J1820+070 
(X-ray binary)
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• Each blob is the jet plowing into an over 
density in the ISM/IGM, leading to shock 
heating and synchrotron emission (lectures 
3 & 4).


• Blobs move away from the core (centred on 
the black hole) as the jet flows outwards.


• Hang on! Those blobs are moving faster 
than the speed of light!!
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• Blob moves distance     at velocity   .     is as measured in observer’s frame.

• Light emitted from blob in 1st position at time t=0.

• We see that light at time: 
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• Blob moves distance     at velocity   .     is as measured in observer’s frame.

• Light emitted from blob in 1st position at time t=0.

• We see that light at time: 

• Light emitted from blob in 2nd position at time:

• We see that light at time: 

• Therefore time interval: 

• Apparent distance travelled =

• Therefore apparent velocity: 
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t = ℓ/v

t2 = ℓ/v + d/c
Δt = t2 − t1 = ℓ/v − ℓ cos θ/c
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Superluminal motion
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β ≡ v/c ⟹ βapp =
β sin θ

1 − β cos θ

Try: β = 0.99; θ = 15∘ ⟹ βapp = 5.86!
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Superluminal motion
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Approaching jet much brighter than receding jet: 

Iν = δ3I′�ν′�

I′�ν′� = A(ν′�)−α = A(ν/δ)−α

∴ Iν = δ3δαAν−α = δ3+αI′�ν



Blazars
• Blazars are AGN viewed right down the barrel of the jet.

• Radio (synchrotron) emission is strongly beamed.

• Strongly beamed X-ray - gamma-ray emission also seen from Compton up-

scattering of radio photons by ultra-relativistic (shock accelerated) 
electrons.

Synchrotron & Compton component models I

14 William J. Potter and Garret Cotter
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Figure 6. This figure shows the results of fitting the model to the SED of PKS0227 using a transition region within the dusty torus. The model fits the
observations well across all wavelengths including radio observations. We find the model fit requires a high jet power, high Lorentz factor jet observed at a
small angle to the jet axis. We find that the inverse-Compton peak is due to scattering of Doppler-boosted dusty torus photons at high energies and CMB
photons at low energies.
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Blazars
• Recall power transferred from electrons to photons is:


• Previously (lecture 7), v/c was from thermal motions, but now we have v/c~1 
from shock acceleration of electrons.


• Number of scatterings per second is still: 

• Therefore mean energy transferred from electron to photon per collision is:


• Since seed photons are radio                      , can ignore recoil.

• Therefore photons gain an enormous amount of energy in a single 

scattering (much less in any subsequent scatterings). 


PIC =
4
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= σT(Urad/hν)c
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Blazars

Synchrotron & Compton component models I

14 William J. Potter and Garret Cotter
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PhD Project

• Propagating fluctuations model: Accretion rate fluctuations propagate 
towards the black hole …and eventually up the jet.


• Hard X-rays lag soft X-rays, optical lags X-rays, etc.

• X-ray light curve always has “linear rms-flux relation” — higher flux epochs 

are more variable.

• Recently: IR and radio observations have also been shown to have linear 

rms-flux relation
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PhD Project

Project: 
• Supervisors: Me and Prof Rob Fender

• Look for rms-flux relation in more IR and radio data sets.

• Theoretical modelling of accretion rate fluctuations propagating up the jet 

and causing variations in synchrotron flux.

• Use IXPE (launch 2021) to look for time lags between (highly polarised) jet X-

rays and (weakly polarised) corona X-rays.

Jet

X-rays

Optical

IR

Radio

Disc: soft X-rays Corona: hard X-rays

IXPE

https://www2.physics.ox.ac.uk/study-here/postgraduates/astrophysics/dphil-phd-
projects-offered-in-astrophysics/transients-pulsars


